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Utilizing the arm from a Victrola Talking Machine, I am attempting to give an imagined voice to trees 

and fungi that have experienced encounters with humans. While the grooves of vinyl records quite 

visibly mimics the growth rings of tree stumps, I am not so much interested in the sound that could be 

created from a Victrola needle scraping over fissures in wood, or along the seemingly painted lines on 

some species of fungi. I am more intrigued by the idea of the industrially crafted arm of the Victrola 

acting as a type of electromagnetic device capable of drawing out the invisible energy – the potential 

stories – of plant life. Often when I see tree stumps, I cannot help from feeling a deep sadness, 

especially if they have been freshly cut, and I am curious if my empathy is accurate. Also, I am 

fascinated by the life that grows up around, and from within, felled and fallen trees. I perceive these 

ecosystems as miniature metropolises. Do their stories consist of musical notes and tones? Of 

language? Their imagined communications are for the viewer to contemplate and decide. 

 

My main source of inspiration for Talking Machine: Six Silent Stories was an unidentified fungus I 

spotted while on a recent walk through Frick Park. The striations on the fungus made me think of the 

growth rings of a tree, and subsequently if the growing of these rings had generated – was perhaps 

still generating – a sound. Could this imagined sound be a form of communication that humans 

might become (or in some cases, already be) capable of understanding? 

 

Another inspiration was Akio Suzuki’s Hana (Flower, 1997). Considered by Suzuki as a sound work, the 

physical objects that make up the piece are a white room, a small white table in the center of the room, 

a vase with a small opening upon the table, and a flower in the vase, which is replaced daily by a 

different person. While Hana is primarily about transforming a space and the concept of an echo 

effect (Fossati), it also addresses “re-consideration in the observer…about what a sound work really is” 

(Flügge). This was a springboard for me in terms of allowing the imagined life of an object to be a 

work of sound. Even if this is not what Suzuki intended, this was my interpretation of Hana. 

 



As with the event scores of Fluxus that “tended to create a kind of lens, magnifying simple particles of 

the everyday” (Flügge), I am attempting to do the same, but with physical objects in nature. If Talking 

Machine: Six Silent Stories were to be an out of doors immersive installation – with six Victrola arms 

positioned within a walk through a park – I could push the Fluxus notion to “objectify the process of 

focusing attention…onto attention and perception itself” (Flügge). 

 

Lastly, I had Cornéer & Lubcke’s Harvest in the back of my mind. This piece is something I initially 

came across when researching works for our noise machine project. The terrafon – “a large 

agricultural version of the horn gramophone” most definitely makes noise as it is being pulled across a 

field by concert musicians. However, I will argue the video documentation of Harvest when viewed 

without sound works quite well as a silent sound piece. I admire the visceral sonic connection – 

imagined or not – to an environment that has been temporarily ‘tamed’ by human intervention. 
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